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S1
. Model input parameters -size distribution, vapour pressures, modal composition mass fractions in the nucleation and Aitken modes, gas-phase ambient concentrations.
The initial size distribution is based on the measurements of Dall'Osto et al. (2011) and it is plotted in Figure 1 -S. This ultrafine size resolved distribution represents the typical street canyon size distribution found next to a traffic site in Marylebone road in London (UK). The distribution has a well defined nucleation mode (particles with a diameter around or less than 30 nm) with a peak number concentration at ~ 23 -24 nm. The Aitken mode (particles with diameter between 30 and 100 nm) is seen as a shoulder attached to the nucleation mode with a centre between 50 -60 nm. Dall'Osto et al. (2011) show that the observed size distribution is subject to a major transformation caused by extensive evaporation of volatile material from the particles. The diameter of the nucleation mode particles decreased during the transport of the particles between the street canyon and the nearby city park over a distance of about 665m, as shown in Figure 1 -S in the Appendix. The nucleation-mode peak diameter, Dpg,nuc, corresponding to the highest number concentration in the nucleation mode, was found at around 8 -9 nm. In our study, we aim to put forward a realistic set of compositions and thermodynamic properties that could explain this diameter decrease as seen in the observations. Chemical analyses during the observations are missing; however, there are some laboratory data pointing to the nature of organics that participate in the composition from emitted particles collected from an engine testbed (Alam et al., 2016) . , particle density, held constant to avoid introducing highly uncertain parameters for density of involatile core.
Xjk -fraction of mass in a particle in mode k per compound j π = 3.14 is the number of particles per bin width ΔDp, [# m -3 ]. The number log-normal size distribution (eq. 2) is given as follows: In this study the role of an involatile core (sfk) is evaluated, too, by considering an involatile core to be 1%, 5% and 10% of the mass in a particle in the Nucleation mode (k = 1). Input modal composition mass fractions in the nucleation mode and composition standard deviation are presented in the Appendix in Table 1 -S, 2-S and 3-S for involatile core of 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. The involatile core in the Aitken mode is 90% and the input modal composition mass fractions are given in Table 4 -S in the Appendix.
Input vapour pressure parameterisations are given in Table 5 -S. A-a, B-c and Co are used in this study to represent the uncertainties in the vapour pressure and evaluate the overall effect on the evaporative shrinkage of the nucleation mode particle diameter. parameterisations is within an order of magnitude for compounds in the range C16H34-C25H52, however, it increases two to three orders of magnitude for higher molecular weight compounds.
The ratio for A-a vapour pressure parameterisation is within an order of magnitude for compounds in the range C16H34-C21H44, and increases substantially for the remaining compounds.
This would imply that for the selected timescale of 100 s there will be a shift in the threshold modal compositions to lower carbon-number compounds in comparison with the threshold modal compositions discussed in this study. The temperature dependence on evaporation is not considered further in this study but should be borne in mind.
The initial gas-phase concentrations for the n-alkanes in the range C16H34-C32H66 (Table 6- vapour pressure parameterisations evaluated at 1 s, 10 s, 50 s and 100 s. Overall the largest difference is propagating to higher standard deviation sigma when simulation time increases as well as moving towards higher carbon-number modal compositions. In other words the relative differences become larger with time, pointing back to the huge differences in vapour pressure parameterisations between B-C and A-a. The choice of a particular vapour pressure dataset changes the range of carbon numbers by 2 in the first 10 seconds for which the highest relative difference is simulated. The 1-s relative difference is the highest for sigma 1 and modal compositions C19H40-C21H44. The 10-s highest relative difference has shifted to modal compositions C21H44-C23H48 and sigma = 1, 2. Higher relative differences (50% and more) are also simulated at sigma = 3. The 100-s relative difference is the highest for modal compositions C22H46-C24H50 and sigma = 1, 2, 3, but also relative differences of around 50% are simulated for sigma = 5. Table 1 -S). Figure 5 -S presents the sensitivity to the non-volatile core in the nucleation mode for modal compositions C24H50 and C32H66 evaluated for B-c and A-a vapour pressure parameterisations. The 100-s effective involatile core for modal composition This is simulated for an increasing σ too, due the increasing number of lower volatility components that are added into the particle composition. The 100-s effective involatile core for modal compositions C24H50 (for A-a vapour pressure) and C32H66 (for A-a and B-c vapour pressures) shows an opposite trend with respect to sigma, i.e., the 100-s effective involatile core decreases due to the increasing number of higher volatility components added into the particle composition. 
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